We present in this paper a new application of the geodesic light-cone (GLC) gauge for weak lensing calculations. Using interesting properties of this gauge, we derive an exact expression of the amplification matrix -involving convergence, magnification and shear -and of the deformation matrix -involving the optical scalars. These expressions are simple and non-perturbative as long as no caustics are created on the past light-cone and are, by construction, free from the thin lens approximation. We apply these general expressions on the example of an LTB model with an offcenter observer and obtain explicit forms for the lensing quantities as a direct consequence of the non-perturbative transformation between GLC and LTB coordinates. We show their evolution in redshift for underdense and overdense LTB models and interpret their respective variations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Lensing plays a very significant role in today's cosmological experiments, e.g. [1] [2] [3] [4] , and will certainly receive a growing interest in the next decades [5] [6] [7] . One explanatory reason for that is that lensing is a phenomenon happening on many scales in the Universe, from (strong) microlensing acting at micro-arcsecond angles where we use stellar objects as lenses, or giant arcs of the order of the arcsecond around clusters of galaxies, to the order of several arcminutes in the CMB. On the other hand the theory of lensing is known since a long time [8] [9] [10] [11] and a lot of developments have been given to that field of research [12] [13] [14] .
Nevertheless, descriptions of lensing usually make assumptions [11] . One well known assumption is the thin lens approximation in which the lenses are assumed to be of a negligible size compared to the length of photon paths. The use of the Jacobi map formalism, as employed in this paper, is independent from this assumption and hence can be seen as more general. It depends on the other hand on the Born and geometrical optics approximations, i.e. that the angles of deviation are small (in practice typically less than arcminutes) and the wavelength of light is irrelevant. Similarly, one often assumes that there are no caustics on the sky (in which case the previous assumption can break down), namely that the lenses under study are not 'strong'. This is a stronger assumption than the small-angles/Born approximation as small size sources can develop caustics even with small angles.
In a recent set of papers, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , a system of coordinates -the geodesic light-cone (GLC) coordinates -has been employed to derive expressions of observational quantities in a non-perturbative and possibly new interpretational way. These coordinates, which are adapted to the propagation of photons along the past light-cone of an observer, have proved themselves useful for the computation of the redshift, the luminosity distance [15] and the Jacobi map [20] . We present in this paper a new application of this system of coordinates for the case of lensing. The expressions of the amplification and deformation matrices are derived and rely on the Jacobi map expressed in terms of zweibeins parallely transported along null geodesics. These matrices hence rely on the geometrical optics approximation [11] and, as mentioned above, are general as long as no caustic forms on the past light-cone. We derive the quantities they contain, the lensing quantities, within the GLC coordinates and show that they take relatively simple forms. We then discuss the specific example of an LTB geometry present on our past light-cone. The lensing quantities are derived exactly and show interesting behaviour for over/underdensities present in the Universe, showing consequently the broad range of application of these expressions.
The paper is organised as follows. In Sec. II we give general expressions concerning mostly the propagation of the Jacobi map along null geodesics. We also introduce the amplification and deformation matrices with the lensing quantities they contain. In Sec. III we make use of the GLC coordinates to express the Jacobi map in a simple form. This expression involves zweibeins of the Sachs basis transported along the null geodesics and we show that some combinations of the lensing quantities do not necessitate their explicit form. We are hence able to derive nonperturbative expressions for these latter quantities within the GLC gauge. In Sec. IV we present a general LTB model, off-centered with respect to the past light-cone of the considered observer, and find the non-perturbative transformation between GLC and LTB coordinates. This authorises us to derive in the rest of this section the exact expressions for lensing quantities as seen by an off-center observer in an LTB model. This is, for this geometry and up to our knowledge, the most explicit derivation presented in the literature. Finally, in Sec. V we address the particular case of an LTB over/underdensity present in our past light-cone, giving more explicit formulas and physical interpretations for cosmology. We conclude our paper in Sec. VI and present some Appendices (A, B and C) relevant for our considerations (including the explicit form of the zweibeins in the GLC coordinates).
II. JACOBI MAP, AMPLIFICATION MATRIX AND DEFORMATION MATRIX -GENERAL DEFINITIONS
Let us start by considering two light rays which are emitted at the same time from a source S and which converge to an observer O. At each time, their relative separation is described by the geodesic deviation equation :
with k µ the photon 4-momentum, ∇ λ ≡ D/dλ ≡ k µ ∇ µ with λ an affine parameter along the photon path, and ξ µ an orthogonal displacement with respect to the line of sight. As well known [20, 23, 24] , this equation can be projected on a particular two dimensional spatial hypersurface thanks to the so-called Sachs basis {s µ A } A=1,2 satisfying :
where u µ is the peculiar velocity of the comoving fluid and Π µ ν is a projector on the two-dimensional space orthogonal to u µ (the screen) and n µ = u µ + (u α k α ) −1 k µ (with n α n α = 1 and n α k α = 0). Therefore, the projected quantities
A allow us to obtain the (linear) 2 nd order differential Jacobi equation :
with initial conditions
once we have identified :
The matrix J A B is the so-called Jacobi map and its link with observable quantities is well studied in literature [8, 10, 11 ] (more recently [20, [25] [26] [27] ). In fact, the determinant of this map gives the angular distance of the considered source :
The study of the Jacobi map is also relevant to understand the weak lensing effects on the image of an emitting source. To see this we have to define the relation between the unlensed angular position of the sourceθ A s and the observed lensed positionθ A o (of the image). We choose these angles to be (similarly as [10, 13, 26] but unlike [12] ) :
The definition of the source's angular position is normalized with respect to the angular distanced A of the homogeneous and isotropic background that our model is referring to. For instance, if we want to study the weak lensing due to inhomogeneities in a spatially non-flat background, we have to consider a spatially non-flat FLRW case ford A . This point will be clarified by the use of the GLC coordinates in Sec. III and in the application of the explicit LTB model of Sec. IV. From the definition of angles, Eq. (7), the amplification matrix (or lens mapping matrix ) is defined as follows :
where the last equality comes out by noticing that ξ
o (see Eq. (5)). The physical meaning of this matrix is given by its decomposition in terms of a trace and a traceless part :
where κ is the dimensionless surface mass density (1 − κ is the convergence but we will "abusively" use this latter term for κ), |γ| 2 =γ 2 1 +γ 2 2 is the shear andω the vorticity. Furthermore, the determinant is an important quantity due to the definition of the magnification µ = (det A) −1 . In terms of the Jacobi map, all these objects can be expressed as :
where for this last quantity we used |γ| 2 = (1 − κ) 2 +ω 2 − µ −1 to get an explicit form. Moreover, the Jacobi map can be linked to another important matrix in the study of light propagation. Indeed, the Eq. (3) can be rewritten as two 1 st order differential equations :
where
is called the deformation matrix. This matrix can be decomposed as it is done with A :
As mentioned in [25] , the symmetry of S is related to the fact that its antisymmetric part is proportional to
In such a way, the second equation of Eq. (11) can be decomposed into the so-called Sachs equations by considering respectively its trace and its trace-free parts :
where we have taken into account that tr S A C S C B = 2 θ2 + |σ| 2 , usedσ ≡σ 1 + iσ 2 , and introduced Φ 00 and Ψ 0 which are respectively called Ricci focusing and Weyl focusing (and whose definitions are given right after). As we will see in the next section, quantities involved in Eqs. (14) and (15) can be derived in different ways. One of these, in particular, is by using direct expressions of the optical scalars [25] , namely :
Another way is to derive them from the so-called optical tidal matrix R A B once we have decomposed it as :
By considering the well-known relation between the Riemann and the Weyl tensors :
we get that
due to the properties of the Sachs basis, Eq. (2), and the condition k α k α = 0. Therefore, by identification of Eqs. (18) and (20), we can write :
Thanks to the Einstein equations, we can directly link the so-called Ricci focusing Φ 00 to the matter content (and, in particular, to its shape) because k µ k µ = 0 and therefore
In the next section, we will evaluate all these quantities in a particular choice of coordinates in which the Jacobi map is given in a non-perturbative (exact) way : the geodesic light-cone gauge.
III. EXPRESSIONS IN THE GEODESIC LIGHT-CONE GAUGE
We are going to present here the expression of the Jacobi map and the lensing quantities within the geodesic lightcone (GLC) gauge. As the Jacobi map was obtained from the linear Jacobi equation, the (exact) results obtained here are valid within this approximation (of small angles). On the other hand, the GLC gauge is by construction assuming that no caustics form along the past light-cone (otherwise coordinate transformations break down) and can hence be used within the Born approximation. We will see that the GLC formalism has the advantage of computing lensing in a simple way, which is not the case in general (non-trivial) geometries.
As shown in [20] , the Jacobi map takes an exact form within the geodesic light-cone gauge [15] . This gauge consists of a timelike coordinate τ (identified with the proper time of the synchronous gauge), a null coordinate w and two anglesθ a . Its line element reads :
where Υ, γ ab and U a (a, b ∈ {1, 2}) are six free functions depending on all the coordinates. In this framework, the zweibeins are written as s
with ω a pure constant that can be chosen at will) and the solution of the Jacobi map equation, Eq. (3), was derived in [20] as :
where C a B is a constant matrix that we fix thanks to the initial conditions of Eq. (4). Hence we have that :
where (. . .) · ≡ ∂ τ (. . .) and we used the parallel transport condition for the zweibeins, resulting from the last condition 
In this way, due to the second equation of Eq. (4), we get (s , we obtain an expression in which the zweibeins contribution is factorised :
Therefore, the Jacobi map appears as :
Having this expression at our disposal, one can now come back on the quantities defined in Sec. II in order to give their expression within the GLC gauge. The first of these quantities, the luminosity distance, is given by Eq. (6) and depends only on the determinants γ ≡ det γ ab and det abγ ab :
In the same spirit, one can directly derive the expression of the magnification µ given in Eq. (10). This expression becomes within the GLC gauge :
Let us notice the appearance in µ, as for the other lensing quantities of Eq. (10), of the angular distance in the flat homogeneous and isotropic cased A ≡d A (λ s ). We hence need the expression ofd A in order to obtain µ solely in terms of GLC quantities. This expression is given by Eq. (28) and can be explicitly written in the GLC gauge as
with a(τ ) the scale factor and r = w − a −1 (τ )dτ the conformal radius measured from the observer (see later the derivations of Appendix C).
We can now deal with the other lensing quantities presented in Eq. (10), namely the convergence, shear and vorticity. These quantities all involved A (defined above) multiplying some combination of the Jacobi map components. According to Eq. (27), we thus have to find the general expression of the zweibeins s A a (λ) within the GLC gauge to express them. This resolution is presented in details in Appendix A and we can see that the zweibeins then depend on an arbitrary angle β related to their rotation freedom in the parallel transport condition.
Nevertheless, instead of presenting these general expressions here, one can use a combination of the lensing quantities that does not depend on this angle β but only on notions already proven (and rather give the explicit formulas in Appendix B). In fact, let us consider Eq. (27) and introduce ∆ ab o ≡ ∆ ab (λ o ). The convergence squared given by Eq. (10) then reads :
In the same way, using Eqs. (9), (10) and (27), we find that :
implying :
which can be simplified thanks to the identities :
into the new expressions :
We can finally use
to obtain :
One can then re-obtain the expression of the magnification in terms of the GLC quantities, Eq. (29), by using Eqs. (36) and µ ≡ (1 − κ) 2 +ω 2 − |γ| 2 −1 . Let us emphasize that the ratiod A /u τo appears in all the quantities of A and because lensing does not depend on the observer's motion we choose our background distanced A with the same observer motionū τo as the perturbed one, i.e.ū τo = u τ0 . In such a way, we can use :
where we used (. . .) to label background quantities. Let us now express the deformation matrix and its elements, the optical scalars, in the GLC gauge. By its definition of Eq. (12) this matrix is given in terms of the zweibeins by :
Let us note that the observer terms of Eq. (27) 
Hence the optical scalars are independent from β as expected (as β describes a U (1)-rotation freedom). These expressions perfectly agree with the general definitions of Eqs. (16) and (17) with the usual GLC condition
Using the relations presented in Eq. (21), or in both equivalent ways from Eqs. (14), (15) or Eqs. (11), (38), we can also get the Ricci and Weyl focusing in the GLC gauge. We find :
where we have used for Φ 00 that s a A s b A = γ ab and the full GLC expression for ReΨ 0 and ImΨ 0 can be obtained using the general expressions of the zweibeins in the GLC gauge (see Appendix A). In order to evaluate the modulus of Ψ 0 , let us notice that, after some algebraic manipulations, we have :
so :
This Weyl focusing term is then fully expressed in terms of the GLC metric elements, showing that only the com-
2 is independent from the angle β. The pure constant ω can be chosen at will, e.g. one can take for simplicity ω = 1. The lensing quantities of this section take a very simple interpretation in the homogeneous and isotropic context, as shown in Appendix C. One could also have chosen another decomposition of the amplification matrix as the product of a rotation matrix and a symmetric matrix [10, 14] . We preferred to keep the simplest convention as the latter can be easily derived from quantities presented here. In any case, the application of the next section will contain no vorticity and will hence be independent from these choices in decomposition.
Finally, one should recall that our GLC approach and the expressions presented here are general (again, as long as no caustic is formed). Hence we conclude that the geodesic light-cone gauge is perfectly adapted to the computation of lensing quantities and we can indeed appreciate the great simplicity of these results compared to what is expected in other general geometries. The literature on lensing is well furnished with more mathematical approaches (see e.g. [11, 28, 29] ) but we can argue that the GLC coordinates and the expressions here derived are easier to deal with as they are more explicit. They can be directly applied, in principle, to a large number of geometries through coordinate transformations. The next section will be dedicated to a useful application and a good illustration of this last point. In particular, we will evaluate the lensing quantities in the well-known geometrical scenario of the LTB metric.
IV. OFF-CENTER OBSERVER IN LTB COORDINATES -ANGULAR DISTANCE AND AMPLIFICATION MATRIX
We are now going to express our results in terms of the Lemaître-Tolman-Bondi (LTB) coordinates defined by the line element :
As well-known, this metric shows a symmetry for any 3D rotation around its center at r = 0. Therefore any observer located at that position cannot detect any anisotropy but only radial inhomogeneity. Hence the center of coordinates appears as a preferred point with respect to the other ones. In such a way, whoever is located far from the center measures also anisotropy along the axis connecting him/herself with the center r = 0. Having this in mind, we want to describe the quantities we derived in the last section as seen by an off-center observer within an LTB scenario. So we underline that the centers of the GLC and the LTB coordinates are displaced by a given distance d and the observer sees an inhomogeneous as well as anisotropic spacetime. For a matter of simplicity, and with no loss of generality, let us require that the azimuthal angles in the two different coordinate systems are equal (see Fig. 1 ). So, after some easy geometrical considerations, we get :
where the identity τ = t, proved in [16] , holds thanks to the synchronous gauge choice of the LTB metric. Here W (t, r, θ) is an implicit function that must obey the following relations g ww GLC = g wa GLC = 0, i.e. : Moreover, the GLC metric elements are :
and the derivative with respect to τ of a generic function f becomes :
Following [20] , we are able to write the angular distance for a generic off-center observer in the LTB coordinates. This result has been already obtained and studied in literature in a different but implicit way [30, 31] . As we are going to show, our result is explicitly given in terms of the LTB coordinates. What we need for writing the angular distance is a source term given by :
and an observer one (see Eq. (28)) which can be written as :
Here we have considered that the observer position is at t = t o , r = d, (θ, φ) = (θ o , φ o ) in the LTB coordinates and we made use of the third relation of Eqs. (45) with r = d to prove that cos(θ o /2) = sinθ (θ being by definition the angle seen by the observer in the GLC coordinates). The functionG(θ) is a function ofθ and the derivatives of A(t, r) and X(t, r) such thatG(θ) → 1 when θ o → 0. Hence, fixing the angular dependence of LTB coordinates such that the observer stands at (θ o , φ o ) ≡ (0, 0), the observer term reduces to (sinθ) −1 (in accordance with [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] ) and Eqs. (37), (49), (50) lead to :
Let us add that in the LTB metric we can always manage a residual gauge degree of freedom in order to fix A(t o , r) ≡ A 0 (r) = r. Moreover, in the flat case, using the off-diagonal Einstein equations, we can write X(t, r) = ∂ r A(t, r). Before computing the lensing quantities, let us discuss the flat FLRW case in order to find the expression ford A . In this limit we have A(t, r) → r a(t) and X(t, r) → a(t), therefore Eq. (51) becomes :
This expression appears very different from the usual one in the FLRW case (see Appendix C). However, by noticing that we can re-express it in terms of the observer radial coordinater = √ r 2 + d 2 − 2 rd cos θ, we have that r sin θ = r sinθ and we obtaind 2 A =r 2 a(t) 2 just as expected. Now we proceed with the evaluation of the amplification matrix in such a context. From Eq. (47) we notice that γ ab is diagonal and it easily givesω = 0, i.e. no vorticity is present (as it can be directly obtained from Eq. (B1)). Moreover, the remaining lensing quantities become in this LTB application :
According to the fact that, within this framework, a static observer is also geodesic, we choose u τo = 1. Using now the expression ofd A described in Eq. (52) we get that :
As expected from our choice of the observer angular position θ o = 0, we have expressions which are here independent (by symmetry) from the azimuthal angle φ.
In the following section we will concentrate our attention on the magnification and this due to its direct physical interpretation. In fact, we can relate the magnification to the luminosity flux Φ and write :
where we adopt the same observed redshift z for both distances. This means that, at a given measured redshift, the magnification directly contains all the effects due to the LTB inhomogeneity. Therefore, the greater the magnification, the closer (or equivalently the brighter) the source and for µ > 1 (µ < 1) objects are less (more) far than the homogeneous scenario predicts. We will discuss the magnification using two particular deviations from the homogeneous scenario : an LTB CDM model and an LTB ΛCDM one.
V. OFF-CENTER OBSERVER IN LTB COORDINATES -CDM AND ΛCDM MODELS
In this section, we will study the dynamics of the LTB models within General Relativity and give the redshift evolution of some lensing quantities previously written. First of all, let us recall that for a generic collection of non interacting perfect barotropic fluids we have the following relations linking the Hubble parameter to the LTB metric elements [32] :
where H(t, r) ≡ ∂ t A(t, r)/A(t, r), H 0 (r) ≡ H(t 0 , r) is the inhomogeneous Hubble function evaluated "today" and k(r) is a free-function that we can interpret as the inhomogeneous spatial curvature. Ω n0 (r) ≡ Ω n (t 0 , r) and α n are respectively the actual value of the density and the exponent for the evolution of the n-th fluid. From now on and for simplicity we consider only a flat model with k(r) = 0. The mass M 0 (r) contained within a 3-dimensional sphere of radius r is given by M 0 (r) = A 
and where the time evolving density is given by ρ(t, r) and satisfies ρ(t, r)A(t, r) 3 = ρ 0 (r)A 0 (r) 3 . Therefore, the total matter density is proportional to H 2 0 (r) by a function of r. In the following, we will consider two different solutions : the CDM case, with Ω m0 (r) = 1, and the ΛCDM one, where Ω m0 (r) = 1 − Ω Λ0 (r) = 1 − Ω Λ0 H0 H0(r)
2
. Let us add that here Ω Λ0 and H 0 represent the values of the homogeneous case respectively for the cosmological constant density and the Hubble constant and will here be interpreted as our background quantities (that we recover at r → ∞). Hence H 0 ≡ lim r→∞ H 0 (r) and Ω Λ0 is such that H 2 0 (r)Ω Λ0 (r) = Ω Λ0 H 2 0 ≡ Λ/3. Therefore, for our purpose, H 0 (r) completely takes into account the density profile of matter and so, by choosing it, we can directly study the under/overdensity we want to consider.
Let us now take an ansatz for H 0 (r) and model our inhomogeneity as follows : 58) into Eq. (57) we express the density within the LTB coordinates and get that the background matter density will be proportional to H 2 0 while the one inside the bubble will be proportional to H 2 in (for a sharp transition ∆r r o , as assumed here). Therefore, modelling an under (over) density means choosing H in lower (greater) than H 0 .
We can now discuss these general features in two particular models : the CDM and ΛCDM models. For that let us recall the definitions expressed in Eq. (56) and see that the time t is given by [32] :
in which we could add a curvature component Ω c0 (r)x −2 but here we assumed k(r) = 0. One can then inverse this relation in order to get A(t, r) and we will assume hereafter, as we are authorised to do, that A 0 (r) = r. The inversion of this relation gives us the following expressions for the expansion factor :
• inhomogeneous CDM model : here the expansion factor can be described by the following solution :
with Ω m0 (r) = 1 (hence Ω Λ0 (r) = 0), and where we have chosen t 0 = 0. In such a context, the matter density is immediately given by ρ 0 (r) = 3H 2 0 (r)/8πG.
• inhomogeneous ΛCDM model : here the expansion factor appears as
where t 0 = 0, Ω Λ0 (r) + Ω m0 (r) = 1 and
. This last condition follows from the fact that Λ is a constant. According to that, we can rewrite this solution in terms of the parameters of H 0 (r) and Ω Λ0 , H 0 , namely :
We consider for these parameters the background values H 0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 and Ω Λ0 = 0.68. Moreover, the matter density is now given by ρ 0 (r) = 3 H 2 0 (r) − Ω Λ0 H 2 0 /8πG. This means that, aside from a constant value, the dependence by the radius is the same as in the CDM model. Thanks to our choices, the shape of the inhomogeneities is entirely given in both cases by the choice of the parameters r 0 , ∆r and H in within H 0 (r) (see Eq. (58)). As an illustrative example, we chose an under/overdensity located at d = 10 or d = 100 Mpc from us, with a radius r 0 = 1 Mpc and a transition shell of ∆r = 0.1 Mpc in size. Moreover, for our purposes, we define a density contrast δ(r) with respect to the background density,
which is valid for both models (by taking Ω Λ0 = 0 in the CDM case). In such a way, the maximum contrast will be given at the center of the bubble by
). Therefore, if we consider a variation of 2 km s −1 Mpc −1 for H 0 we have a maximum density contrast δ max equal to −0.056 for the underdensity and to 0.058 for the overdensity in the CDM scenario instead of δ max which goes from −0.176 to 0.181 respectively for under and over densities in the ΛCDM scenario. These different situations concerning the magnification µ and ∆m = 5 log 10 (d A /d A ) (i.e. the difference between the distance moduli of the LTB inhomogeneity case and the background one evaluated at the same redshift) have been analysed with a source first placed along the vertical axis (i.e. θ = π =θ) and plotted in terms of the redshift z. For that the geodesic equation has been numerically solved within the LTB coordinates as shown in [30] . Our results are presented in Figs. 2 and 3 . The solid lines, referring to the CDM model, are multiplied by a factor 100 in the figures in order to make them visible to the reader. The dotted lines show the results for the ΛCDM case. As noticeable in the plots, we get that the greatest correction in all the cases concerns the ΛCDM case where we have a correction of almost 25% (in rough agreement with [33] ). On the contrary, the correction in the CDM scenario is really small, less than 0.15%. The position and the size of the inhomogeneity are different in both situations. In particular, in the ΛCDM model, distances are greater, as we expect from an accelerated expansion.
We finally present our results of the LTB application for a source position which is not aligned with the vertical axis (defining the direction of the observer from the center of the bubble). For that we studied the redshift evolution of µ, sin θ(1 − κ) 2 and sin θ|γ| 2 at different values of the angleθ, namelyθ = π − arcsin({10, 2, 1, 0.5, 0} × r o /d). One multiplied here the values of the convergence and shear by sin θ in order to get rid of the coordinate divergence at θ = π = θ (see Eq. (54)). These plots are obtained again by solving the geodesic equation as mentioned above and are shown in Fig. 4 (respectively in thin, thick, dotted and dashed lines). We can interpret these curves in the following way. The solid thin curves correspond to the angle far away from the bubble (θ = π − arcsin(10 r o /d)) and at its center (θ = π). The effect of the bubble is almost inexistent in the first case and the values are very close to µ = 1, κ = 0 and |γ| = 0 as it is expected for the homogeneous case. The second case shows the maximal effect from the bubble, i.e. when the photons go though the longest part of it. In the dashed line we aim at roughly the half-radius of the bubble (θ = π − arcsin(r o /2d)) and this case is quite similar to the bubble center as the profile determined by H 0 (r) is already reaching its central value for such an angle. Another important thing we can see in Fig. 4 is that an "anti-lensing" effect appears, in particular, for the line of sight pointing to the border of the inhomogeneous region (θ = π − arcsin(r o /d), dotted curve). We can claim that in these regions ("before" and "after" the bubble w.r.t. the observer) the non-linear effects become very important, so large deviations from the perturbative evaluation appear and our exact results take that into account. The importance of the exact non-linear result has already been noticed by [33] with a deviation from the background of the same order of magnitude. However, the shapes of the curves are different. We can argue that these differences are due to the particular choice of the inhomogeneity profile in Eq. (58) and our choice of flat spatial-hypersurfaces. It is also interesting to notice that an anti-lensing effect appears for a line of sight at an angle close to the angular size of the void (θ = π − arcsin(2 r o /d), thick line). Finally, one can show that the deviation from the homogeneous scenario, outside the bubble, is equally shared between the shear and the convergence in such a way that there is not effect on magnification. It has been checked that all the curves in Fig. 4 satisfy the relation |γ| 2 = (1 − κ) 2 − µ −1 . We can conclude this section by noticing that the plots presented here are the consequence of the exact and explicit derivation of lensing quantities given in Sec. IV. Up to our knowledge, our approach is the first to propose such an explicit resolution for an off-center observer in an LTB model and that is due to the great flexibility of the geodesic light-cone coordinates. Furthermore, the use of different parameters and shapes corresponding to this model could be used for more precise cosmological applications.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We have presented in this paper the explicit expressions of several lensing quantities contained in the amplification matrix (magnification, convergence and shear) and the deformation matrix (optical scalars). These results were obtained by the use of the Jacobi map expressed first through the zweibeins of the Sachs basis and then within the geodesic light-cone coordinates. We have shown that some particular combinations of the lensing quantities take an elegant expression in the GLC gauge and the explicit GLC-form of the zweibeins is not needed (though it was given for completeness in Appendix A). These expressions are general and can be applied to any inhomogeneous model of Universe as long as no caustic forms on the past light-cone of the observer. We have also seen through these computations the interest of the GLC gauge in dealing with light propagation, emphasizing that the geodesic equation being trivial in this set of coordinates also simplifies the handling of lensing variables.
Let us comment briefly on this latter case of the presence of caustics. In this situation one sees the creation of critical points or lines on a given sphere Σ(w, τ ) embedded in the past light-cone. These singularities appear when det J A B is equal to zero. In such a case the Jacobi map is not an invertible matrix and complicated situations with multiple images and infinite magnification can be observed. We can also see (from Eqs. (6), (27) and (28)) that this happens when γ ≡ det γ ab = 0 in the GLC gauge. The estimation of the angular distance is not anymore valid on these critical lines [34] and a more involved system of coordinates is necessary.
In the second part of this paper we have applied our general formulas to the well-known case of a LTB metric with an off-center observer. These relations, especially the lensing quantities, were obtained directly after expressing the non-perturbative transformation between LTB and GLC coordinates. They are general and to our knowledge the most explicit expressions presented up to now and they could be used for a broad range of applications, in particular for the exact treatment of light propagation in inhomogeneous universes. We then restricted our study to an LTB over/underdensity (or "bubble") entirely determined by its local Hubble factor within CDM and ΛCDM backgrounds. We presented the variations of the magnification µ and the distance modulus difference ∆m for an over/underdense bubble, pointing at the center of it. We found the correction induced on the magnification by the bubble to be very small in the CDM case but non-negligible (about ∼ 25%) in the ΛCDM one. We also showed the consistency of our results by presenting the evolution of the quantities, including the shear and the convergence, when we point at different angles from the center of the bubble. We noticed the appearance of an effect previously described in the literature and so-called "anti-lensing", with the same order of magnitude and differently affecting the shear, the convergence and the magnification.
To finish, this work improves our understanding of lensing theory and presents some of its most important quantities in an elegant framework. It also illustrates -once again -the general usefulness of the GLC gauge for deriving theoretical expressions as well as working out with more applied situations. We illustrated our results through the LTB model but we can imagine other applications such as, for example, the computation of the lensing quantities at second order in perturbations in the Poisson gauge. Lensing benefits from a growing interest in cosmology today, in experimental (e.g. [1, [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] ) as well as computational aspects (e.g. [35, 36] ), these expressions and their wide applicability for different models could hence give a nice framework for new lensing predictions and simulations. (25)). In this resolution, the first condition allows us to fix three components of the zweibeins in terms of the remaining one and obtain :
The component α is fixed by the second condition, i.e. the parallel transport condition, which can also be written as ABṡa A s aB = 0 and which translates as :
This last equation can be rewritten in terms of β ≡ β(τ, w,θ a ) such that α = cos β γ22 γ . It then becomes :
and its solution is simply given by :
where we have chosen the integration constant to be equal to 0. This allows us to say that β = 0 for a diagonal γ ab (as it is the case for our LTB application of Sec IV), i.e. s . Therefore, the general expression for the zweibeins is : 
and we can check that these expressions give back the results presented in Eq. (36) .
By taking the angles β = β o = 0, which happens only in the singular case where γ 22γ12 − γ 12γ22 = 0, we get the simple expressions :
and under the stronger assumption of γ ab being diagonal we get back the results presented in Eq. (53) 
as it can also be checked from the use of Eqs. (14), (15) or differently from definitions of Eq. (21) . In the simple case of a diagonal γ ab we find that ImΨ 0 = 0.
Employing the metric elements of Eq. (C2), we obtain the expressions of the lensing quantities defined in Sec. II within the FLRW geometry for a better understanding of the non-trivial cases. The angular distance is by definition 
where we have also used that r o = 0 and θ = θ o in the homogeneous FLRW case. This result can also be obtained by a direct transformation between GLC and FLRW coordinates. This transformation hence gives
where Γ = Γ(τ ) is an arbitrary function that we can identify with the scale factor a(τ ) and w − Γ −1 (τ )dτ corresponds to the conformal radius r from the observer. By our choice of normalisation the magnification given by Eq. (29) 
Finally the use of Eqs. (41) and (43) 
